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About 
The TransHermann Mountainbike Challenge is a self-supported ultra cycling event 
across the Teutoburger forest. 

The THC is a do-it-yourself challenge. You are your own “ride organizer”.  
No assistance means that you are on your own. No one will help a rider if things go 
wrong for him in any ways. You can only count on yourself.  
Understand that this is a personal challenge against the clock. Not against others. 

Tracking participants is nothing more than showing where the participant is on the 
route. It is nothing more then a web-based framework to show participants 
progress through the tracking device. 

Starts and finish location:  
48477 Hörstel/Riesenbeck 
Sünte-Rendel-Straße 18 
The Ultimate Mountainbike Challenge!  

Start Groups:  
TransHermann has two different classification groups! Adventure and Sportive! 

The "Adventure Group" starts a bit earlier and it includes a one night stay in the 
hostel at the checkpoint! 

The "Sportive Group" is for riders who want to plan there sleep on there own and 
have the goal to finish the ride under 30 hours!  
It does not include the one night stay in the hostel! 

Start Time: 

Adventure Group: September 14th, 2019 at 9AM 
Sportive Group: September 14th, 2019 at 12PM 
Official Finish closes: September 15th 2019 at 18PM 
 
Distance of the event is around 305km with an elevation gain of around 8900hm 
"One of the longest and toughest single trails in Germany on which 90% are 
unpaved“ 

Participants are urged to take planning seriously. Particpants must study the route 
and the services available along the route. 

The Race has two categories  -  solo and pair  
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Registration, Fee and what you get! 

First Registration phase: 
opens November 2nd, 2018 and closes December 2nd, 2018. 
Second Registration phase: 
opens February 1st, 2018 and closes March 30th, 2019. 

How much is the Registration? 

Adventure Group: (includes a one night stay at the checkpoint) 
Registration fee for solo and pair riders is 99,- Euro. 
For the pair category both riders have to register and pay.  
Please tell us your riding partner. 

Sportive Group: 
Registration fee for solo and pair riders is 75,- Euro. 
For the pair category both riders have to register and pay.  
Please tell us your riding partner. 

What you get for the fee: 

The Route in form of a GPS file.  
Official race cap 
GPS tracking of the event 
Staffed checkpoint at the halfwaypoint  
One night stay at the hostel (just for the Adventure Group) 
Finisher beer! 
Shower at the the finish! 
All pictures we make at the startline, checkpoint and the finish. 
(can`t guarantee we have yours but we will try) 
Publishing individual times on our website. 

The fee is not refundable! 
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The Route  
You will be given a route. You must ride the full route. Your challenge will be to 
navigate it on your own. 

It is your responsibility to load the route onto your navigation device. 
Please understand that we will not help you load the course onto your navigation 
device the day before the event starts! 

The final route will be published on our website end of July. 
http://adventurebikeracing.com/transhermann 

Facts about the Route: 
Distance: around 305km 
Elevation: around 8900hm 
Highest point: 441m (above sea level) 
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Hermannsdenkmal
The Hermannsdenkmal (German for "Hermann Monument") is a monument located 
southwest of Detmold in the district of Lippe, (North Rhine-Westphalia) in Germany. It 
stands on the densely forested Grotenburg (de), a hill (elevation 386 m) in the Teutoburger 
Wald (Teutoburg Forest) range. The monument is located inside the remains of a circular 
rampart. The hill is sometimes also called the Teutberg or Teut for short. 

The monument commemorates the Cherusci war chief Arminius (in German, Hermann) and 
the Battle of the Teutoburg Forest in which the Germanic warriors under Arminius defeated 
three Roman legions under Varus in 9 AD. At the time it was built, the location of the 
statue was believed to have been very near the actual site of the battle, though it is now 
considered to be more likely that the battle actually took place near Kalkriese, a 
considerable distance to north west of the monument. 

The monument rises a total of 53.44 m. The statue accounts for 24.82 m (including the 
sword). Pedestal and base of the statue make up the difference. The statue was made 
from around 200 copper plates riveted together and supported by an iron frame. The 
copper weighs an estimated 11.8 metric tons. The pedestal is made of local sandstone, 
quarried on the hill nearby. 

�
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Externsteine
The Externsteine is a distinctive sandstone rock formation located in the Teutoburg Forest, 
near  the town of Horn-Bad Meinberg in the Lippe district of the German state of North 
Rhine-Westphalia. The formation is a tor consisting of several tall, narrow columns of rock 
which rise abruptly from the surrounding wooded hills. 

In a popular tradition going back to an idea proposed to Hermann Hamelmann in 1564, the 
Externsteine are identified as a sacred site of the pagan Saxons, and the location of the 
Irminsul idol reportedly destroyed by Charlemagne; there is however no archaeological 
evidence that would confirm the site's use during the relevant period. 

The stones were used as the site of a hermitage in the Middle Ages, and by at least the 
high medieval period were the site of a Christian chapel. The Externsteine relief is a 
medieval depiction of the Descent from the Cross. It remains controversial whether the 
site was already used for Christian worship in the 8th to early 10th centuries. 

Today, between a half to one million people annually visit the stones, making the 
Externsteine one of the most frequently visited nature reserves in Westphalia. 
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Start 
Start and sign up location will be here: 
48477 Hörstel/Riesenbeck - Germany 
Sünte-Rendel-Straße 18 

Adventure Group: 
Sign up opens: 6.30 local time - September 7th, 2019 
Sign up closes: 8.00 local time - September 7th, 2019 
Start time: 9.00 local time - September 7th, 2019 

Sportive Group: 
Sign up opens: 10.00 local time - September 7th, 2019 
Sign up closes: 11.30 local time - September 7th, 2019 
Start time: 12.00 local time - September 7th, 2019 

You get: Tracker, Cap 
We get: Signed Participant agreement, Signed Participant  Release and Waiver,  
Signed Next of Kin Info 
We do: Bike check (light, helmet, brakes) 
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Independent Cafe 

Independent from the Event we want to inform that the cafe close to the sign up location 
is open on both event days.  
Saturday 6am to 6pm  
Sundays 7am to 6pm! 

Bevergerner Str. 2, 48477 Hörstel/Riesenbeck 
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Finish 

Finish location will be here:  
Schöne Aussicht Riesenbeck  
Sünte-Rendel-Straße 18 
Coordinates: 52.269445, 7.630935  

We will celebrate the finishers, make some pictures and share some stories and a beer!  
If it rains cats and dogs the finish will be located on the parking lot where we started and 
the gpx track is leading you to! 

Finish opens: first rider 
Official Finish closes: 18.00 local time - September 8th, 2019 
Riders who finish later still get ranked in the general classification and marked as finisher! 
We are not able to Welcome any rider who finish after 18.00. They have to ship us back the 
tracker! 

Shipping address is: 
Adventure Bike Racing 
Geschwister-Scholl-Strasse 26 
48493 Wettringen  
Germany 
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Checkpoint 
Staffed Checkpoint location will be here: 
Hostel Bad Meinberg 
Jahnstraße 36, 32805 Horn-Bad Meinberg, Germany 
Coordinates: 51.865923, 8.930354 

operating checkpoint opens: first rider 
operating checkpoint closes: midnight - September 7th, 2019 

What to expect: 
Every rider can refill water bottles and grab some bananas and energy bars! 
Adventure Group riders can shower and sleep in the hostel. 
They will get a towel and sheets! No sleeping bag needed! 

Checkpoint closes at midnight! 
Riders can continue there ride nevertheless! 
The rider will be marked as finisher in the Classification if they finish!  
We just cant guarantee you a personal welcome at the finish after 6pm anymore! 

Website of the location: 
http://www.jugendherberge.de/de-de/jugendherbergen/horn-
bad%20meinberg366/portraet 

�  
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Additional Important Info! 
Papers! 
Please bring a signed copy of the Participant agreement, Participant  Release and Waiver 
and Next of Kin Info 
(Print and sign at least the last 5 pages of this manual) 

Bike? 
We recommend to use a Mountainbike for this event! We shared some pictures in our 
facebook group to give you an idea of the conditions. Consider the event takes place in the 
end of August which means there will already leafs and maybe rain!  

Gear Ratio? 
I rode the route with a mtb hardtail! 
12-speed 
34 Chainring in the front 
Cassette 10 - 50  
My weight is around 95kilos. 
Perfect set up for me! Maybe with a 32 Chainring it would even be more perfect! 

Steps - Steep - Shoes! 
Sometimes you need to take some steps. Its either a tree on the path or sometimes small 
stairs going up. Also its maybe to steep to ride or the gravel forces you to walk. We want 
you to be aware of this to be prepared!  
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Riding in the dark!  
Be aware that big bumps, dips, roots and gravel sections need extra caution in the dark. 
Also there are steep downhill sections with uneven trail profile. 
Our advice is to use an extra light attached to your helmet to see the trail and obstacles at 
any time! 

At the Start!  
After the first 1000meters of asphalt the single trail already begins and it gets really 
narrow from the start. This is just for a 2000 meters and your ride just started!  
So please stay calm! 

Hostel! 
We are not the only guests in the hostel that night and we already will stress them with 
our flexible schedule. Please be extra kind to the hostel staff.  
We want to come back in the future! 

Ticks! 
You will ride your bike across the forrest and sometimes thru high grass. 
As soon as you are home, check yourself or have a family member help check you for ticks. 
Use a fine-tooth comb through your hair and check folds of the skin. You should also 
shower and wash your clothes at a high heat so any ticks on you are killed.  
We also advice to take preventive care of anything a tick bite may cause! 
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Take the train! 

In case you are too tired to ride back under your own power or your bike is not going to 
make it any further we want you to think about your options. 
Its not a shame to quit this challenge half way. Sometimes it takes even more to realize 
when its better to not keep going!  
Trains go every hour from Horn/ Bad Meinberg back to Hörstel.  
The ticket is around 35 Euro for you and your bike.  
We invite you at the finish for a beer and to return your tracker ;-) 
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Rules 
1. Riders must respect the Environment, other Riders and 
Hikers at all time during the event. 
Don't create new trails.    
Respect the trail and the inhabitants of the woods. 
Clean up any evidence of your presence. Any trash you bring with you should go back home 
with you or be disposed of properly.  
Don't disturb animals and vegetation in any way .  
Yield to hikers and other cyclists on the trail. 

2. Riders must complete the full course under their own 
power. 
Riders may ride any type of human-powered bike. Except recumbent bicycles and any kind 
of E-bikes. 
It is fine to go off course to resupply or for emergency reasons (mechanical or medical). 
Riders must return to the exact point of departure from the route to recommence their 
ride and not miss any meter of the route. 

3. Riders must be fully self-supported. 
Accept no help that others could not receive along the way. 
Using any form of social media to broadcast requests for help is forbidden. 
Riders are responsible for finding food, water, accommodation, laundry, bike store 
services and anything else they may need along the way.  
Any service utilized must be available to all riders. 
Friends and family are welcome to visit riders during the race to offer encouragement or 
take pictures but they must not offer any material support or food of any kind. 
Pair category: 
Riders in the pair act as a unit and may share food, equipment, information and resources 
between themselves and help each other but no support is to come from outside the pair 
and resources cannot be shared outside the pair. To all intents and purposes the pair shall 
act as a solo rider and interact with others outside of the pair as such. 

4. No Drafting at any time.  
(Pair riders are allowed to draft each other) 
Inevitably a rider may travel at the same pace as another rider. When riding together 
riders should ride side-by-side. 
Riding in a group, even when not drafting, is significantly easier than riding solo. Riders 
will be asked to declare the extent of group riding after the event and this data may 
change the final results. We will monitor riders closely using the GPS tracking devices and 

mapping.  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5. Riders must follow the local laws at any time. 
The rider has to inform himself/herself and make research about the cycling laws in  
Germany for the time the event takes place.  

6. All bikes have to pass a check up before the start. 
Two white front lights and two red tail lights must be available for use. We strongly advise 
you to have two different power sources. 
Reflective tape must be applied to crank arms, seat stays and wheels. 

Further Recommendations: 
It is strongly recommended that riders wear a reflective vest during the night. 
It is strongly recommended that riders use an extra helmet light in addition to their normal 
lights  at  night. 
It is strongly recommended that riders wear bright coloured jerseys during the day. 
It is strongly recommended that riders add reflective tape or stickers to their bikes and 
attach reflective straps to their bags to assist with visibility from behind. 
 
7. Riders are required to use a provided GPS 
Tracking is simply showing rider locations on a map. It is nothing more than a web-based 
framework to present rider progress based on correct use of a tracking device. Unless a 
rider organizes it, no one will be tracking rider locations - riders alone are responsible for 
their own safety on course and for the logistics of their own ride.  

The event will be tracked through an online tracking service, using rider supplied GPS 
tracking devices. Final positions will be based on GPS tracking data 
and riders will not be included in final results if a tracker is not used. Riders are 
responsible for ensuring the correct use of their tracking devices. Riders with devices 
that are switched off or not active for long periods may be excluded from the final results. 

8. Individual times 
A fair event is only possible with fair riders. We cannot enforce the rules without your 
entire support. The rules apply to all riders. Time penalties may be imposed and individual 
times may change due to rule violations. Penalties for violations will be decided after a 
rider has completed the course, or quit the event. Riders should self-police the rules. It is 
honourable to declare any rule violations and suggest a fair time penalty. 
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Insurance 
Adventure Bike Racing does not provide any kind of insurance. You have 
to make sure you are well covered (valid travelling insurance) and have 
a complimentary rescue insurance. You will sign us that you are covered! 
Adventure bike racing can not be held responsible and is not reliable for 
a adverse event that may occur to you. 

Timeline Adventure Group 
Sign up and Bike Check Opens   6.30    14 September 2019 
Sign up and Bike Check Closes   8.00    14 September 2019 
Briefing(mandatory presence)   8.45     14 September 2019 
Start from      9.00    14 September 2019 
End the latest     18.00  15 September 2019 

Timeline Sportive Group 
Sign up and Bike Check Opens   10.00   14 September 2019 
Sign up and Bike Check Closes   11.15   14 September 2019 
Briefing(mandatory presence)   11.45    14 September    2019 
Start from      12.00   14 September 2019 
End the latest     18.00  15 September 2019 

Event Cancellation 
The TransHermann MTB Challenge will be cancelled by Adventure Bike Racing and their 
officials if instructed to do so by local authorities. The event will also be cancelled in case 
of force majeure or in any other case when Adventure Bike Racing believes that it is 
irresponsible to let it go forward. This decision is entirely up to Adventure Bike Racing and 
is final.  
If the TransHermann MTB Challenge is cancelled, no results will be published. In a formal 
sense, each participant is their own ride organizer. 
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Liability / Applicable law 
Adventure Bike Racing of any other party involved at the event will never be liable towards 
the participants, their heirs and other people, for what material damage and/or personal 
injury of whatever nature and size whatsoever, that the participant and other parties can 
experience.   

The participant takes part at his own risk and is responsible for any damage he might 
suffer. Adventure Bike Racing advises the participant to make sure they have a legal 
liability insurance. 

In case there will be a liability for Adventure Bike Racing, the liability is only for the direct 
damage and is maximised to the amount that the insurance company will pay.  

German Law is applicable to the event and to the agreement. 

Tracker 
At the start we will turn on the tracker for you!  
Website link to follow the event will be published here:  
http://adventurebikeracing.com/transhermann.html 

Do not turn off the tracker at any time during the event! 

If the rider decides to scratch from the challenge or arrives at the finish  
after 6pm local time on September  8th, 2019 he/she needs to ship the device to us.  

Shipping address is: 
Adventure Bike Racing 
Geschwister-Scholl-Strasse 26 
48493 Wettringen  
Germany 
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Participant agreement 
I vow to act as an ambassador for the event and the route. I understand 
the self-supported ethos is mostly based on a code of mutual respect 
and self-enforcement. I have read the rules, both on the website and in 
the event manual. Furthermore, I have read the entire event manual 
and understand what it implies. 

I understand I must pay the registration fee to join the event. 

I understand that the way to contact the organization is to email 
info@adventurebikeracing.com. Social media is not the way to contact 
the organization of the event about any issues. 

I agree to unlimited usage of my images or videos from the event for 
event media. 

I understand the entry fee guarantees just the route in GPX form and a 
one night stay at the sleeping accommodation. 

I understand that ABR is never liable for anything, since they online 
provide a route and one night stay. In the unlikely case that ABR will be 
held liable, the liability is maximized to the amount to which the 
insurance policy gives coverage.  

I agree to abide by the safety requirements listed in the event manual. 

I agree to show up for the safety and equipment check. 

I agree to sign a hard copy of the agreements in person at the safety 
and equipment check. 

I understand that if I do not show up for the safety and equipment check 
that I will not be eligible to the event. 

I will seek the event organization’s expressed authorization before 
attempting to use the logo in any goods for sale (in any fashion 
including), but not limited exclusively to fundraising.  

I will remain solely liable for payment of all and any taxes, surcharges, 
levies, imposts, fines, penalties or similar charges incurred by myself in 
the connection with the participation of myself in the event 
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I will not make or permit to be made any public announcement(s) in 
relation to this agreement without prior consent of Adventure Bike 
Racing nor (save as required by law) disclose to any third-party 
information concerning the terms or subject matter of this agreement 
from the date here of. 

I understand that I have been warned repeatedly to buy third-party 
travel insurance to ensure coverage for evacuation services or 
repatriation of remains. 

I understand something catastrophic may cause the event to be unable 
to function and that I will be guaranteed nothing in case of an event of 
force majeure, natural disaster, political situation, etc.  

I understand that Adventure Bike Racing retains all rights over 
intellectual property, this includes, but is not limited to name, logos, 
photos and films. 

I understand that it’s just a bike riding event and if I make problems for 
myself, that’s on me.  

I agree to all decisions by Adventure Bike Racing in the management and 
execution of the event. 

I understand that I can be ejected from the event if I am found to be in 
breach of the terms outlined in the event manual and the agreements. 
Decisions made by the event organization will be final. 

I understand that German law is applicable to the event and that 
German law regulates the agreement between me and Adventure Bike 
Racing.   

I understand that if I decide to scratch from the event, I must report 
this as soon as possible by emailing" info@adventurebikeracing.com". 

Name: _________________________  

Signature: ______________________ 

Date: __________________________ 
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Participant Release and Waiver 
TransHermann MTB Challenge: In consideration of being allowed to 
participate in any way in the Adventure Bike Racing events, trainings 
and activities, I acknowledge, appreciate and agree that: 

The risk of injury from many activities is significant, including the 
potential for permanent paralysis and death, while particular skills, 
rules equipment and personal discipline may reduce this risk, the risk of 
serious injury does exist. I understand the risks and I am prepared to 
bear the consequences. 

I knowingly and freely assume all such risks, both known and unknown, 
even if arising from negligence of releases or others and assume full 
responsibility for my participation. 

I understand that I am responsible for my actions. I will examine and 
inspect the activity in which I participate. If I observe any condition, 
which I consider to be unacceptably hazardous or dangerous, I will 
refuse to take part in the event until the condition has changed to my 
satisfaction, through my own actions or otherwise. 

I understand that participation in the event may be extremely 
demanding both mentally and physically. I am qualified, in good health, 
and in proper physical and mental condition to participate in the event. 

I fully understand that the event is unsupported, which means that I will 
be responsible for organizing, planning and executing my own ride 
during the event. 

I fully understand there will be no on-the-ground organization by the 
releases during the event. 

I fully understand I will be participating in the event alone and that the 
releases named below may not assist me in any scenario and may not 
even be contactable during the event. 

I fully understand I will be responsible for sourcing my own assistance if 
I deem it necessary.  

I fully understand any participant GPS location tracking service offered 
as part of the event will be provided as nothing more than a web-based 
framework to present participants progress based on correct use of the 
tracking device. 

I fully understand, unless I organize it, no one will track my location 
during the event. 
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I willingly agree to comply with the stated and customary terms and 
conditions for participating. If, however, I observe any unusual 
significant hazard during my presence or participation, I will remove 
myself from participation. 

I, for myself and on behalf of my heirs, assigns, personal representatives 
and next of kin, hereby release and hold harmless Adventure Bike 
Racing, officials, directors, coordinators, agents and/or employee’s, 
other participants, sponsoring agencies, sponsors, advertisers and any 
other party involved(“releases”), with respect to all injury, disability, 
death or loss or damage to person or property, whether arising from the 
negligence of releases or otherwise, to the fullest extent permitted by 
law.  

I agree to having my information shared if needed. I consent to the 
release by any third-party to the release and their insurance carriers of 
my name and medical information that may relate solely to an injury I 
may suffer arising from the activity. 

I understand that ABR and people of ABR that are involved in this event, 
are never liable towards the participants, their heirs and other people, 
for what material damage and/or personal injury of whatever nature 
and size whatsoever, that the participant and other parties can 
experience.  
I have read this release and liability and assumption of risk agreement, 
fully understand its terms, understand that I have given up substation 
rights by signing it, and sign it freely and voluntarily without 
inducement. 

Name: _____________________________  

Signature: __________________________ 

Date: ______________________________ 
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Next of kin 
All riders are required to give details of their next of kin, so that they 
can be contacted if the event organization becomes aware of any 
incident involving the participant. 

Participants:   

__________________________________________________ 

Participants phone number:   

__________________________________________________ 

Next of kin:    

__________________________________________________ 

Relation to rider:  

__________________________________________________ 

Email:    

__________________________________________________ 

Phone number    

__________________________________________________ 

Contact Adventure Bike Racing  
Register here: http://adventurebikeracing.com/transhermann.html  

Main contact:   
mail: info@adventurebikeracing.com  

Fun contacts:  
Facebook: www.facebook.com/adventurebikeracing/  
Instagram: www.instagram.com/adventurebikeracing/  

Sincerly,  

  
Michael Wacker  
Team Adventure Bike Racing 
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